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The metasurface concept has emerged as an advantageous reconfigurable antenna architecture for beam
forming and wave-front shaping, with applications that include satellite and terrestrial communications,
radar, imaging, and wireless power transfer. The metasurface antenna consists of an array of metamaterial
elements distributed over an electrically large structure, each subwavelength in dimension and with
subwavelength separation between elements. In the antenna configuration we consider, the metasurface
is excited by the fields from an attached waveguide. Each metamaterial element can be modeled as a
polarizable dipole that couples the waveguide mode to radiation modes. Distinct from the phased array and
electronically-scanned-antenna architectures, a dynamic metasurface antenna does not require active phase
shifters and amplifiers but rather achieves reconfigurability by shifting the resonance frequency of each
individual metamaterial element. We derive the basic properties of a one-dimensional waveguide-fed
metasurface antenna in the approximation in which the metamaterial elements do not perturb the waveguide
mode and are noninteracting. We derive analytical approximations for the array factors of the one-
dimensional antenna, including the effective polarizabilities needed for amplitude-only, phase-only, and
binary constraints. Using full-wave numerical simulations, we confirm the analysis, modeling waveguides
with slots or complementary metamaterial elements patterned into one of the surfaces.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.8.054048
I. INTRODUCTION
The waveguide-fed metasurface is an emerging concept
for aperture-antenna design that leverages resonant, sub-
wavelength, radiating elements to generate desired radia-
tion patterns for applications including beam forming for
satellite communications [1–5], radio-frequency (rf) imag-
ing [6–16], wireless power transfer [17–19], and synthetic-
aperture imaging [20–22]. The use of subwavelength
scattering or radiating elements over an aperture enables
the effective electric and magnetic current distributions to
be conceptualized as continuous [23], motivating a holo-
graphic design approach for the antenna, as opposed to the
discrete mathematics that would characterize phased arrays
and electronically scanned antennas (ESAs) [24–27].
One metasurface antenna implementation, introduced
by Fong et al. [28], consisted of a structured surface with
a spatially varying, artificial impedance. A rf source—a
monopole antenna, for example—launches a surface wave
onto the surface that has been patterned with the impedance
distribution needed to convert the source wave into the
desired radiation pattern. The initial impedance distribution
is obtained by standard holographic interference techniques
and realized through the use of structured, metamaterial
elements. Since the elements are subwavelength in dimen-
sion, they can be used to approximate continuous hologram
solutions, such as that considered early on by Oliner and
Hessel [29–32]. The surface-wave metasurface antenna has
proven to be an attractive platform for electrically large and
conformal apertures [33–36], with many antenna variations
now demonstrated [37–44]. The concept of slot arrays has
also gained traction as a means of enabling beam synthesis
for different applications [45,46]. The slot-array concept is
conventionally based on an array topology in which the
element periodicity (or spacing) is comparable to the free-
space wavelength λ0, typically on the order of λ0=2, as
opposed to smaller, subwavelength element spacing in
metasurface antennas.
The metasurface antenna presents an alternative archi-
tecture to with that of the phased array or the ESA
[47–52]. In typical array antennas, radiating antenna
modules tile the aperture with roughly a half-wavelength
spacing, with control over the phase introduced by active
phase-shift circuits at each module. By contrast, the
metasurface architecture is passive, deriving the phase
shift needed for beam steering from the sampled reference
wave—a surface wave or a waveguide mode, for example,
which propagates over the aperture, presenting an
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advancing phase to each radiating metamaterial element.
The metasurface antenna compensates for the loss of
independent control over the phase by sampling the
aperture with a spatial frequency significantly higher than
half of the free-space wavelength. In addition, if the
metamaterial elements used to form the metasurface array
are resonant, some phase delay is added to the radiated
wave that can be controlled by tuning the resonances. The
latter mechanism of controlling phase has been leveraged
in the development of Huygens metasurfaces [47,48,53]
and metasurface holograms [54–56]. Even in cases where
little or no additional phase shift is obtained from the
elements, the metasurface aperture can nevertheless
achieve high-quality beam forming and other wave-front
shaping functionality by sampling the phase of the
reference wave, often rivaling the performance of more-
advanced active antenna systems [33,37].
Our goal here is to present an analysis of the beam-
forming operation of a waveguide-fed metasurface antenna,
under a set of assumptions that enable relatively simple
expressions to be found for the key antenna features. We
aim to provide a clear path connecting the physics-based
polarizability framework to various antenna metrics, with a
focus of achieving closed-form analytical results that
illustrate immediately the dependencies of these metrics
on the antenna parameters. With this analysis, the wave-
guide-fed metasurface antenna can be quickly understood
and compared to other types of aperture antennas before
more-extensive calculations or numerical simulations are
pursued. It should be emphasized that our purpose in this
paper is not to report a new or improved antenna design
but rather to present the polarizable dipole framework to
analyze waveguide-fed metasurface antennas. The pre-
sented technique differs from previous methodologies used
to design metasurface antennas in that we make use of a
polarizable-particle-based approach, rather than the con-
ventional modulated surface-impedance technique. As an
example, Ref. [29] addresses the study of guided waves
on a sinusoidally modulated reactive surface, and it is a
rigorous, self-consistent, quasianalytic solution to a specific
problem. The surface impedance is a continuous function
in Ref. [29], so there is no reduction to implementation in
this work. That reduction to realizable structures occurred
later [28,33,37] in the context of launching a surface mode
that would then radiate as a collimated beam. This is an
inherently different type of analysis and structure, and one
that depends on a discrete surface impedance that closely
approximates a smooth, continuous function. The guided-
wave metasurface provides for arbitrary wave forms, and
(as is shown in this work) can achieve beam forming
with discontinuously varying elements (such as the
on-off configuration). Consequently, both the method
and the structure, in our opinion, are quite distinct from
the analytical theory presented in Ref. [29] and the
later physical implementations. Similarly, in Ref. [42],
the resulting structure is a waveguide-fed, discrete reali-
zation of the continuous impedance surface in Ref. [29]
realized using a series of slots with varying slot widths.
In the dipole language presented in this work, this would be
a series of dipoles that have varying amplitudes but are
nonresonant, so that there would be no phase variation.
That structure is more constrained in scope than the
structures analyzed in this work, where the dipole frame-
work allows us considerable freedom in achieving a wider
range of phases and magnitudes, with arbitrary variation.
The geometry we consider, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a
one-dimensional waveguide (i.e., propagation is allowed in
only one direction) that feeds a linear array of radiating,
metamaterial elements. Each element is assumed to have
a resonance frequency that can be adjusted by varying
either the geometry of the element or the local dielectric
environment.
The key assumptions made in our model are (1) that the
waveguidemode is unperturbed by the elements, and (2) that
the elements act as simple, polarizable dipoles and do not
interact with each other. While overly restrictive and gen-
erally unrealistic, we demonstrate that the analytical expres-
sions obtained under these assumptions nevertheless are
accurate in comparison to full-wave numerical simulations of
metasurface antenna implementations. While such agree-
ment is unlikely to persist over all metasurface designs, the
results obtained indicate that the analysis presented here
provides a useful first pass at ametasurface design, and it can
be used to build intuition during the design process.
FIG. 1. Metasurface antenna. (a) Depiction of the antenna.
(b) Illustration of the excitation of metamaterial elements by the
feed wave.
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In Sec. II, we introduce the underlying structure of the
metasurface antenna and the analysis framework, in which
each metamaterial element is conceptually replaced by a
polarizable dipole. This modeling approach was used for
waveguide-fed metasurface antennas presented in prior
work, and it has been successfully implemented in numeri-
cal tools for characterizing metasurface apertures [57,58].
From this simple model, we obtain the radiated far-field
pattern. In Sec. III, we extract an array factor from the
expression for the far field, using it to analyze the cases of
amplitude-only or Lorentzian-constrained holograms.
After obtaining analytical expressions for the field
patterns and presenting several examples of beam forming
in Sec. III, we perform full-wave numerical simulations on
a slotted-waveguide metasurface antenna and a waveguide-
fed complementary-electric-resonator (CELC) metasurface
antenna in Sec. IV. For the specific choices of waveguide
and metamaterial elements, we find close agreement
between the analytical formulas and the numerical simu-
lations. This agreement implies that the dipole model for
the metamaterial elements is valid, and also that inter-
actions among the elements are not significant for the
structures simulated. For cases where these element-to-
element interactions are not negligible, a self-consistent
interacting dipole model can be applied for improved
accuracy [58].
II. METASURFACE ANTENNA:
BASIC OPERATION
While the guided-wave metasurface antenna can take
many different forms, a fairly generic example of the
antenna is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). In this example, a
microstrip transmission line serves to excite an array of
complementary metamaterial elements patterned into the
upper conductor. The elements shown—CELCs—have
dimensions and spacing significantly smaller than both
the free-space wavelength λ0 and the guided wavelength λg.
Complementary metamaterial elements consist of patterns
of voids in conducting sheets, forming the Babinet equiv-
alents of metamaterials [59–61]. Complementary metama-
terial elements patterned into waveguides influence the
properties of the bound waveguide mode, but they also
allow energy to leak out of the waveguide and couple to
radiative modes [62]. For the development of radiating
structures, complementary metamaterial elements with an
effective magnetic response are of interest since such
elements will provide a better radiation efficiency; elements
with an electric response radiate poorly when embedded
in a conducting plane. Numerous types of complementary
metamaterials with a magnetic response are available,
including CELCs [60] and slots [62,63], complementary
meander lines [54], and many others. More-traditional
antenna elements, such as iris-fed patch antennas [64]
can even be viewed as magnetic metamaterial elements.
We assume that each of the metamaterial elements is
small compared with the free-space wavelength, λ0, such
that its radiation pattern can be well approximated by the
field radiated from a magnetic dipole [65]. The CELCs
shown in Fig. 1(a), for example, are effectively resonant
circuits that produce strong in-plane currents near reso-
nance, which give rise to an effective magnetic surface
current with a dominant dipolar response. The metasurface
antenna can then be modeled as a collection of polarizable
point dipoles, each with a frequency-dependent, effective
magnetic polarizability αmðωÞ. The dipole at position xi
along the waveguide is assumed to be excited by the
magnetic component of the waveguide field at the same
point, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
Each metamaterial element, being essentially a resonant
electrical circuit that scatters primarily as a dipole [66], has
a polarizability described by the Lorentzian form [67]
αmðωÞ ¼
Fω2
ω20 − ω2 þ jΓω
; ð1Þ
where F is the oscillator strength (real number), ω0 is
the resonance frequency, and Γ is the damping factor.
The position of the dipole can be taken as the center of the
CELC or another metamaterial element within the dipole
approximation [66]. ω0 relates to the inductance and
capacitance of the resonant circuit in the usual manner
(ω0 ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LC
p
), and it can be tuned by modifying the
geometry of the metamaterial element, modifying the local
dielectric environment, or by integrating lumped passive
or active elements into the circuit. If any of these tuning
approaches can be varied via external control, then the
metasurface antenna can be reconfigured dynamically
[1,18,68,69].
The polarizability in Eq. (1) connects the induced
magnetic dipole moment on the metamaterial element,
m⃗, with the local magnetic field of the feeding waveguide
mode, H⃗ref , which we refer to here as the reference wave, in
keeping with the holographic description of the antenna
presented in the Introduction. In the absence of interactions
between the metamaterial elements, via either radiation or
waveguide modes, the relationship between each metama-
terial element and the reference wave is [67]
m⃗i ¼ αm;iðωÞH⃗ðxiÞ: ð2Þ
From Eqs. (1) and (2), it can be seen that the field radiated
from the element has an amplitude and phase determined
by the reference wave H⃗ref multiplied by the polarizability
of the metamaterial element, which also introduces an
additional amplitude and phase advance to the incident
reference wave. The phase and amplitude introduced by a
metamaterial element are not independent, however, and
are intrinsically linked by the inherent Lorentzian reso-
nance in Eq. (1) as
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jαmj ¼
Fω
Γ
j cosψ j: ð3Þ
In Eq. (3), ψ denotes the phase advance introduced by a
metamaterial element; the Lorentzian shape of the polar-
izability can be represented as a circle in the top half of the
complex plane. Therefore, ψ ¼ tan−1½−Γω=ðω20 − ω2Þ
represents the angle from the origin to each value of the
polarizability at each frequency. At resonance, ψ ¼ π=2.
Equation (3) is derived directly from Eq. (1) and can be
considered the defining design equation for the metasurface
antenna. Specifically, rather than exercising independent
control over the phase and amplitude of the radiated wave
at each location over an aperture, the metasurface antenna
operates within the constraint imposed by Eq. (3), which
effectively limits the range of phase values that can be
added to the reference wave. For example, Eq. (3) shows
that the phase advance is limited to 90°, which is half of
the full 360° range normally required for efficient holo-
grams and diffractive optical elements; moreover, for
phase advances near 90°, the amplitude approaches zero,
suggesting that the usable range of phase advances is
actually much smaller than 180°. While this constraint may,
at first, appear severe, the phase advance of the reference
wave combined with subwavelength sampling of the
aperture can compensate considerably for the loss of
independent control over the phase and amplitude of each
radiating element. The sampling of the reference wave at
each metamaterial element location is depicted in Fig. 1(b).
Since the resonance of a metamaterial element can be
dynamically tuned by numerous modalities, including
voltage-controlled semiconductor components such as
diodes, transistors, and varactors, a metasurface antenna
can be reconfigurable with extremely low power require-
ments and without the need for complex active circuitry.
Each of the metamaterial elements radiates as a magnetic
dipole, with a far-field pattern given by
H⃗rad ¼ −
ω2m
4πjr⃗ − r⃗ 0j cos θe
−jkjr⃗−r⃗ 0jþjωtθˆ: ð4Þ
We choose θˆ such that cos θ ¼ 1 in the broadside direction.
r⃗ 0 is a vector that locates the position of the source. Within
the microstrip or waveguide, the transverse component of
the magnetic field at the position of a given metamaterial
element is the predominant excitation, and (in the absence
of losses or reflection) it will have a sinusoidal dependence
as a function of distance along the waveguide. For the
initial analysis, we assume the reference wave has the
dependence [24]
H⃗ref ¼ H0e−jβxyˆ ð5Þ
and is not perturbed by the scattering from the CELC
elements. β is the propagation constant for the waveguide
mode and can be written as ngω=c, where ng is the
waveguide index.
The metamaterial elements can be thought of as sam-
pling the reference wave and aperture at locations desig-
nated by xi ¼ id, where i is an integer and d is the spacing
between any two adjacent elements. Then the far-field
radiation pattern from the metasurface antenna can be
approximated by superposing the fields sourced by all of
the elements:
H⃗rad ¼ −H0
ω2
4πr
cos θ
XN
i¼1
αm;iðωÞe−jβxie−jkjr⃗−xixˆjθˆ: ð6Þ
In Eq. (6), the jr⃗ − r⃗ 0j ≈ r approximation is used in the
Green’s-function denominator. Equation (6) can be used to
obtain an approximate field pattern for the one-dimensional
metasurface antenna. The applicability of Eq. (6) depends
on a number of factors. For example, for an actual
implementation, the effective polarizabilities αm;i for the
metamaterial elements must be determined accurately,
which requires an extracting method from either measure-
ments or numerical simulations. Such methods were
presented elsewhere [70,71] for periodic metasurfaces
under plane-wave incidence, and in Ref. [66] for wave-
guide-fed metasurfaces, and they provide a path towards a
highly accurate modeling platform for metasurface aper-
tures. Since we are more interested here in general trends
and behavior, we do not pursue extraction methods further
in this analysis.
Once the polarizability is assigned, if it is further
assumed that the elements do not perturb the waveguide
mode and do not interact with each other, then Eq. (6)
will be a good approximation for the radiated field. The
assumptions outlined above can be surprisingly useful
for obtaining a good description of the behavior of a
metasurface antenna. Of the three approximations
described above, the decay of the reference wave due to
the radiation of the elements is the most important and can
be taken into account in a number of ways, one of which is
described next.
III. BEAM FORMING
The metasurface antenna design approach can be thought
of as being somewhere between the discrete sampling of
the aperture used in array antennas and the continuous
sampling that can lead to the development of holographic
methods. The distinct approach to the metasurface antenna
follows because the scale of and spacing (d) between the
radiating metamaterial elements are significantly smaller
than the typical λ0=2 spacing associated with phased arrays,
though often practically limited to dimensions on the order
of λ0=10 < d < λ0=5 [17]. Because independent and com-
plete control over the phase at each radiating point is not
possible, the subwavelength sampling of the aperture is
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crucial for obtaining the best performance of metasurface
antennas.
A typical function of a reconfigurable antenna is to
produce a collimated beam in the far field with a desired
direction ðϕ0; θ0Þ (i.e., a beam with narrow angular spread).
We begin by considering the design—the specific polar-
izability distribution—needed for the waveguide-fed meta-
surface antenna to form such a beam. To start the analysis,
we make the usual assumption that the points of observa-
tion are in the far field relative to the aperture, so we can
approximate Eq. (6) as
H⃗rad ¼ H0
ω2
4πr
e−jkr cos θ
XN
i¼1
αm;iðωÞe−jβxie−jkxi sinϕθˆ:
ð7Þ
We have made use of jr⃗ − r⃗ 0j ≈ r
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − 2r⃗ · r⃗ 0=r2
p
, known
as the Fraunhofer approximation [24], which allows a
separation to be made between the radial and angular
dependences of the far fields. Specifically, the radial
dependence becomes a simple prefactor, with the angular
distribution of the field determined by a metasurface array
factor (AF) of the form
AFðϕ; θÞ ¼ cos θ
XN
i¼1
αm;iðωÞe−jβxie−jkxi sinϕ: ð8Þ
Equation (8) can be used to calculate far-field radiation
patterns for the metasurface antenna. Note that Eq. (8) is
identical to the array factor used for array antennas [25],
aside from the greater sampling that characterizes the
metasurface antenna.
To form a collimated beam in the direction ϕ0, the
polarizabilities (or weights) of the metamaterial elements
must be chosen such that the waves from each of the
radiators are in phase and interfere constructively in the
chosen direction. We derive the necessary weights by
determining the field distribution needed in the plane of
the aperture. A plane wave propagating in the direction ϕ0,
for example, has the form
H⃗pw ¼ Hpwe−jðkxxþkzzÞθˆ: ð9Þ
In Eq. (9), kx and kz denote the wave numbers in the x and z
axes, respectively. In the plane of the antenna (z ¼ 0), then,
the field must have the dependence expð−jkx sinϕ0Þ,
where ϕ0 is the angle of propagation with respect to the
surface normal of the antenna (the broadside direction).
Thus, upon comparison to Eq. (8), we see that the desired
weights required to obtain such a field distribution must be
αm;iðωÞ ¼ ejβxiejkxi sinϕ0 : ð10Þ
In this highly idealized approach to determining the
polarizabilities, we see that the polarizabilities are chosen
to compensate for the propagation of the waveguide mode,
and then to add the phase and amplitude distribution
required to generate the directed beam. Substituting
Eq. (10) into Eq. (8), we obtain
AFðϕ; θÞ ¼ cos θ
XN
i¼1
e−jkxiðsinϕ−sinϕ0Þ: ð11Þ
The array factor of Eq. (11) predicts a radiation pattern
highly peaked in the ϕ0 direction, with a series of sidelobes
that fall off away from the central peak.
The polarizabilities, or weights, determined by Eq. (10)
require full control over the phase (with the amplitude
being constant) of the transmitted radiation at each position
xi along the metasurface antenna, which is generally not
feasible given the constraints of the metamaterial elements
expressed by Eq. (3). It is at this point that we move
away from conventional phased-array design methodology
and seek alternative weighting functions that will enable
the same beam-forming capabilities with the metasurface
architecture.
A. Amplitude-only hologram
In considering applying distributions of various weights
to the metamaterial elements, it is useful first to recall how
the metamaterial elements can be modified. Two possible
routes for element tuning are either to shift the resonance
frequency by changing the capacitance or inductance of
the resonator circuit or to change the damping factor by
modifying the resistance of the circuit. Assuming the
resonance frequency shift or damping occurs in response
to an applied voltage bias VB, we can then write ω0ðVBÞ or
ΓðVBÞ. A tuning state, or mask, for the metasurface antenna
then corresponds to the resonance frequency and damping
factor at each of the metamaterial elements, which will map
to polarizabilities through Eq. (1). The coupling between
the reference wave and the metamaterial element, encap-
sulated by the factor F in Eq. (1), can also be potentially
tuned, though such a mechanism is more involved.
If the metamaterial element is near resonance, then adjust-
ing the damping factor will effectively tune the amplitude
of the metamaterial element [αmðωÞ≈−jFω=Γ]. Similarly,
changing the coupling factor F also tunes the amplitude
directly, without a significant phase shift. Given that such a
tuning modality is possible with the metasurface antenna,
it is useful to consider the prospect of amplitude-only
tuning.
To convert the complex weight function of Eq. (10) to an
amplitude-only weight function, we consider taking the real
part of Eq. (10) in the form
αm;iðωÞ ¼ Xi þMi cosðβxi þ kxi sinϕ0Þ
¼ Xi þMi

ejβxiejkxi sinϕ0
2
þ e
−jβxie−jkxi sinϕ0
2

;
ð12Þ
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where Xi and Mi are real and positive. We should mention
that this derivation differs from Ref. [29], which presents
the idea of modulating a surface wave by using a reactance
that varies sinusoidally in the direction of propagation.
Similarly, the works presented in Refs. [33,37,39,41,42]
leverage the interaction of a surface wave with an inho-
mogeneous metasurface reactance pattern, governing the
dispersion equation by the use of aperiodic elements. The
technique presented in this work, on the other hand, relies
on the polarizable-particle methodology, which makes the
presented technique distinct from those works and their
physical implementations. We allow for both a constant and
a modulation term since the amplitude-only weights must
be positive, and there will be some limited tuning range
achievable by modifying either the resonance frequency or
the damping factor. For a practical amplitude-only weight
distribution, we assume Xi ≥ Mi. The array factor, Eq. (8),
then takes the form
AFðϕÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
Xie−jxiðk sinϕþβÞ
þ
XN
i¼1
Mi
2
e−jkxiðsinϕ−sinϕ0Þ
þ
XN
i¼1
Mi
2
e−jkxi sinϕe−jkxi sinϕ0e−j2βxi : ð13Þ
From Eq. (13), it is clear that the second term, which is
identical to the ideal distribution of Eq. (11), produces the
desired beam. However, the first and third sums can
potentially produce additional, undesired beams, and there-
fore we must assess the impact of these additional terms [3].
The formation of a beam occurs for a given sum when
the argument of the complex exponential vanishes; when
this condition occurs, the fields from all elements interfere
constructively [72,73]. We can obtain the possible beam
directions from Eq. (13), then, by noting the angle ϕ where
the arguments in the exponentials are zero, or
ϕ ¼ sin−1ð−ngÞ;
ϕ ¼ ϕ0;
ϕ ¼ sin−1ð−2ng − sinϕÞ; ð14Þ
where ng ¼ β=k is the refractive index inside the wave-
guide. From Eq. (14), it can be seen that, while two
unwanted beams are possible, both can be suppressed if the
waveguide index is large enough since the absolute value of
the argument of the sin−1 will be greater than unity. The
first and third terms of Eq. (14) never produce a beam since
ng ≥ 1. Note that, even though a secondary beam is not
formed from the additional terms in Eq. (14), there is,
nevertheless, a coherence condition. We refer to that
condition as producing a nonpropagating mode since the
propagation vector corresponding to this condition is
evanescent. An alternative but equivalent description of
this condition is that the beam has moved to invisible space,
using language common in array-antenna theory [74].
We illustrate the beam-forming capability of the metasur-
face antenna with an amplitude-only distribution of
weights, as in Eq. (12) (Xi ¼ 1, Mi ¼ 0.5), in Fig. 2. The
values of Xi and Mi are chosen for an ideal scenario in
which the maximum contrast can be achieved, as an initial
guess for the desired modulation. In practice, the attainable
values of Xi and Mi are determined by the polarizability,
which is related to the total power radiated per element and
the feed-wave decay, which is analyzed in the following
sections. For this calculation, the operating frequency is
assumed to be 10 GHz, with metamaterial element spacing
assumed to be 3 mm (λ0=10). The waveguide index is
chosen to be ng ¼ 2.5, with the rest of the parameters
summarized in Table I. The value for the waveguide index
is somewhat impractically large, and it is chosen arbitrarily
so that we can illustrate beam forming here without concern
of secondary beams being excited. Such a large value for
the waveguide index is excessive, however, and a quite
strong beam-forming performance can be achieved with the
moderate values of waveguide index that are typical.
As Fig. 2 shows, the beam formed is what would
typically be expected from an array antenna, though only
FIG. 2. Illustration of beam steering by a metasurface antenna,
assuming amplitude-only control over the polarizabilities. Log-
arithmic scale (dB). The parameters for the calculation are shown
in Table I. The bar chart below the plot illustrates the magnitude
of the weights for the first 30 elements.
TABLE I. Parameters for the amplitude-only metasurface
antenna.
Parameter Value Units
Operating frequency 10 GHz
Cell size 3 mm
Number of cells 160   
Operating wavelength 3 cm
Guide index (ng) 2.5   
Aperture size 48 cm
Minimum amplitude 0.5   
Maximum amplitude 1.5   
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the amplitude of each metamaterial element is varied. The
chart at the bottom of the plot depicts schematically the
relative amplitudes, αm;i, for the first 30 elements. From
Eq. (13), we know that the amplitude distribution is
periodic, with maxðαm;iÞ ¼ 1.5 and minðαm;iÞ ¼ 0.5.
Such a weight distribution has a close connection with a
blazed grating, which diffracts an incident beam while
suppressing higher-order beams [73].
The beam profile shown in Fig. 2 is representative for
nearly all scan angles (except those at extreme angles near
90°, with the beamwidth increasing for larger scan angles
away from the broadside direction due to the cosϕ factor
related to aperture loss [17]). The nonpropagating terms in
Eq. (14) do not significantly impair the characteristics of
the main beam but lead to increased sidelobe levels as
the ratio maxðαm;iÞ=minðαm;iÞ tends towards unity (not
shown). Analyzing Fig. 2, the half-power beamwidth
(HPBW) of the amplitude-only hologram metasurface
antenna is measured at 3.67°, while the first sidelobe level
is −12.94 dB, with the beam pointing at ϕ0 ¼ −20°.
If we ignore the sums corresponding to the nonpropagat-
ing modes in the array factor of Eq. (13), then we can sum
the remaining series in the usual way using
XN
i¼1
e−jkxiðsinϕ−sinϕ0Þ ¼

uN − 1
u − 1

; ð15Þ
where u ¼ exp½−jkdðsinϕ − sinϕ0Þ. Thus, the intensity
of the far-field radiation pattern has the usual form,
AFðϕÞ ¼ sin
2½N
2
kdðsinϕ − sinϕ0Þ
sin2½1
2
kdðsinϕ − sinϕ0Þ
: ð16Þ
A plot of the far-field radiation pattern using Eq. (16) (not
shown) provides an identical result to Fig. 2.
Using Eq. (16), it is possible to derive the usual
approximations for the beamwidth and sidelobe levels
[Δϕ ¼ 2.782λ=ð2π=LÞ and −13.45 dB, respectively, where
L is the total size of the aperture] [24]. Examining Fig. 2, it
can be seen that these values are relatively accurate for the
metasurface aperture. To have a slightly more accurate
expression for the beamwidth, we can assume that the beam
is tightly directed around ϕ0, such that ϕ ¼ ϕ0 þ Δϕ [75].
Then, assuming that we can make the approximation
sinΔϕ ≈ Δϕ, we have sinϕ − sinϕ0 ≈ cosϕ0Δϕ, and
Eq. (16) becomes
AFðϕÞ ¼ sin
2½N
2
kd cosϕ0Δϕ
sin2½1
2
kd cosϕ0Δϕ
: ð17Þ
From this equation, we see that the effective aperture is
reduced by the familiar cosϕ0 factor, and the beamwidth
expands accordingly as Δϕ ¼ 2.782λ=ð2π=L0Þ, where
L0 ¼ L cosϕ0.
B. Binary-amplitude hologram
One of the more easily implemented metamaterial tuning
methods is to toggle each metamaterial element between
an on state and an off state, such that there are only two
possible amplitudes for each element [18]. This binary
distribution can be achieved, for example, by switching
the resonance frequency of an element between that of the
operating frequency and another frequency far from the
operating frequency. There are many possible distributions
of on or off elements that can potentially provide a directed-
beam solution, and numerous ways in which to arrive at
such distributions, including brute-force optimization.
We consider here a simple approach, again motivated by
holographic and diffraction optics. We force the continuous
amplitude-only distribution to binary by applying a
Heaviside step function to Eq. (12), or
αm;iðωÞ ¼ Xi þMiΘH½cosðβxi þ kxi sinϕ0Þ; ð18Þ
where ΘHðxÞ ¼ 0 if x < 0 and ΘHðxÞ ¼ 1 if x > 0.
Equation (18) thus represents an offset square wave,
which can be reexpressed by using the Fourier-series
relationship as
ΘH½cosðqxÞ ¼
1
2
þ 4
π
X∞
m¼1;3;5;…
1
m
sinðmqxÞ; ð19Þ
obtaining
αm;iðωÞ ¼ Xi þMi
X∞
m¼1;3;5…
1
m
sin½mðβ þ k sinϕ0Þxi;
ð20Þ
where we have moved the constant terms into the overall
constants Xi and Mi. Making a comparison to the deriva-
tion that led to Eq. (13), we see that there are now an
infinite number of terms, each with many potential beams.
Given that the binary-amplitude distribution is analogous to
a nonblazed grating, it is not surprising that the angular
spectrum may include one or more diffracted orders. In
fact, we can immediately write all of the conditions for
which collimated beams are possible as
ϕ ¼ sin−1ð−ngÞ;
ϕ ¼ ϕ0;
ϕ ¼ sin−1ð−2ng − sinϕ0Þ;
ϕ ¼ sin−1½ðm − 1Þng þm sinϕ0;
ϕ ¼ sin−1½−ðmþ 1Þng −m sinϕ0; ð21Þ
where m ¼ 3; 5; 7;…. The additional conditions make it
somewhat more likely that a diffracted order can appear, but
most higher orders continue to be rejected if the waveguide
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index ng is large enough. We present the calculation for a
beam directed to ϕ0 ¼ −20°, the same parameters as in
Fig. 2, but with the weight factors now selected according
to Eq. (18). The resulting binary weight distribution
produces a single beam, but with an increase in the overall
sidelobe levels. Depending on the application, the sidelobe
levels associated with this straightforward design may be
acceptable, but they can certainly be decreased using other
optimization methods [3]. Apart from the higher sidelobe
levels, the result shown in Fig. 3 is similar to all other scan
angles over the entire half plane. Analyzing Fig. 3, the
HPBW of the binary-hologram metasurface antenna is
measured at 3.71°, while the first sidelobe level is
−12.75 dB, with the beam pointing at ϕ0 ¼ −20°.
C. Attenuation of the reference wave
In any metasurface antenna, the reference wave will
decay along the direction of propagation due to energy loss
from both the radiative and resistive losses. If we neglect
resistive losses as well as the reflection of the reference
wave from the metamaterial elements, we can obtain a first
approximation to the attenuation length. Since each meta-
material element behaves as a polarizable magnetic dipole,
the power dissipated at element i can be written
Pdis ¼ −ωμ0
1
2
Imfm⃗i · H⃗i g ¼ ωμ0
1
2
jHij2Imfαm;ig; ð22Þ
where we use Eq. (2). The power per cross-section area—or
intensity—in the reference wave incident on the element can
be found from Poynting’s theorem as Ii ¼ ðE⃗i × H⃗iÞ · xˆ,
while the intensity at the subsequent element is Iiþ1 ¼
ð ⃗Eiþ1 × ⃗Hiþ1Þ · xˆ. Assuming no reflections and also that
the energy lost between the two elements is either radiated or
dissipated, we arrive at the relationship
jHij2 − jHiþ1j2 ¼ −ωμ0
Imfαm;ig
2AcRefηg
jHij2; ð23Þ
where η is the characteristic impedance of the waveguide
andAc is the cross-section area of the guide. If the field varies
over the area, then Ac will become a factor that represents an
effective area. If the termmultiplying jHij2 on the right-hand
side is sufficiently small, then we can write the following
equation, where d denotes the element spacing:
djHj
dx
¼ − ωμ0
4dAc
Imfαmg
Refηg I: ð24Þ
Inwriting this last equation,we assume that the polarizability
is the same for each metamaterial element. This will, in
general, not be the case, but presumably it will be possible to
arrive at an averaged value for the attenuation coefficient of
the magnetic field, which, from Eq. (24), is
α¯ ¼ ωμ0
4dAc
Imfαmg
Refηg : ð25Þ
Having now an expression for the attenuation of the
reference wave, we can write the array factor [Eq. (11)] as
AFðϕ; θÞ ¼ cos θ
XN
i¼1
e−α¯xie−jkxiðsinϕ−sinϕ0Þ: ð26Þ
As before, we can perform the summation, obtaining
AFðϕÞ ¼ e
−Nα¯de−jNkdðsinϕ−sinϕ0Þ − 1
e−α¯de−jkdðsinϕ−sinϕ0Þ − 1
: ð27Þ
It is predictable that, for an electrically large aperture, the
field decays significantly by the end of the antenna, such
that expð−Nα¯dÞ ≈ 0. The beamwidth and other properties,
then, no longer depend on the total aperture size L ¼ Nd,
but rather on an effective aperture size dictated by the
attenuation length δ ¼ 1=α¯. Assuming that the value
α¯d≪ 1, we arrive at the approximate HPBW as
Δϕ ¼ 1
π
λ
δ
: ð28Þ
The impact of attenuation can be seen in the calculated
radiation pattern in Fig. 4, where α ¼ 6. For this example,
taking the −3-dB attenuation level as a reference, the
guided-mode power drops by 50% after traveling 11.4 cm
within the waveguide, suggesting that the effective aperture
length is Le ¼ 11.4 cm for −3-dB attenuation, producing a
theoretical directivity of 16.5 dB [24]. One immediate
feature is the loss of articulated nodes and sidelobes due to
the lack of zeros in the array factor. The beamwidth is now
determined not by the full aperture but instead through
Eq. (28). Analyzing Fig. 4, the HPBW of the metasurface
antenna with radiation damping included is measured to
be 4.6°, wider than the HPBW of the scenarios studied in
FIG. 3. Illustration of beam steering by a metasurface antenna,
assuming binary-amplitude control over the polarizabilities.
Logarithmic scale (dB). The parameters for the calculation are
shown in Table I. The bar chart below the plot illustrates the
magnitude of the weights for the first 30 elements.
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Figs. 2 and 3, where the amplitude decay of the reference
wave is not taken into account.
D. Lorentzian-constrained phase hologram
It is well known in holography and beam forming that
control over the phase generally provides a better beam
or image quality than what can be accomplished using
amplitude control [76]. For the metasurface antenna,
however, the phase and the amplitude of the weights are
inextricably linked through the Lorentzian resonance of the
metamaterial element, which leads to the relationship in
Eq. (3). If phase tuning of a metamaterial element is
implemented, then the amplitude will necessarily vary as
a function of the phase. To obtain an efficient hologram, the
phase should vary over the range 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π; however,
a single Lorentzian resonator is restricted to the range
0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π, meaning that there will inevitably be field
distributions not accessible with the Lorentzian-constrained
metamaterial elements. Still, it is useful to assess here
whether there are gains that can be achieved by using the
phase tuning possible with a resonant metamaterial
element.
For beam forming, we seek weights of constant ampli-
tude and linearly increasing phase, or
αm;i ¼ ejΨi ; ð29Þ
where Ψi ¼ βxi þ kxi sinϕO. It is instructive to plot
Eq. (29) as a curve in the complex αm space, as shown
in Fig. 5; there, it can be seen that the ideal polarizability
values lie on a circle with unit radius and centered at the
origin. The available range for Lorentzian-constrained
polarizabilities [Eq. (3)], however, plotted in the complex
plane forms a circle with unity diameter and centered at
αm ¼ 0.5j. A number of strategies can be followed to map
the ideal polarizabilities to a set of constrained polar-
izabilities; while none of the constrained distributions lead
to perfect beam formation, it may be possible to optimize
for certain metrics given the available freedom.
Rather than pursuing a more extensive optimization, we
seek here a simple mapping from the ideal polarizability
distribution to the constrained distribution. Consider the
weighting function
αm;i ¼
jþ ejΨi
2
; ð30Þ
it can easily be verified that 0° ≤ ∠αm;i ≤ 180°. Moreover,
the amplitude of the weights satisfies the constraint of
Eq. (3), or
jαm;ij ¼ j cosðΨi=2Þj: ð31Þ
Using the Lorentzian-constrained weights of Eq. (30),
we arrive at the array factor
AFðϕÞ ¼ 1
2
XN
i¼1
ðjejð−βxi−kxi sinϕÞ − ejkxiðsinϕ0−sinϕÞÞ: ð32Þ
Equation (32) is used to plot the field pattern in Fig. 6,
which is seen to be of good quality despite the amplitude
and phase limitations. As with the other scenarios in this
section, Fig. 6 is representative, with the calculated patterns
for other steering angles appearing to be similar.
The array factor, Eq. (32), has only one other term that
can give rise to an additional beam, so we can expect it to
show reasonably good performance. Additional optimiza-
tion should potentially improve the situation further.
Analyzing Fig. 6, the HPBWof the Lorentzian-constrained
phase-hologram metasurface antenna is measured at 3.6°,
FIG. 4. Illustration of beam steering by a metasurface antenna,
with radiation damping included. Logarithmic scale (dB). The
parameters for the calculation are shown in Table I, except that
now an attenuation factor for the waveguide mode is included.
The bar chart below the plot illustrates the magnitude of the
weights for the first 30 elements.
FIG. 5. Plot in the complex plane of the ideal weights [outer
circle, blue, Eq. (29)] and the Lorentzian constrained weights
[inner circle, red, Eq. (30)]. Arrows indicate the mapping between
the ideal and constrained points.
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while the first sidelobe level is −13.37 dB, suggesting a
reduction in the HPBW and sidelobe levels in comparison
to the scenarios studied in Figs. 2 and 3. The steered beam
of the antenna points at ϕ0 ¼ −20°.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
To facilitate the analytical analysis above, we make
numerous simplifying assumptions that, generally, we do
not expect to be valid. However, it is of interest to test some
of the concepts against hypothetical metasurface antennas
just to get a sense of how predictive these naive models are.
To test the predictions in the previous sections, we perform
a series of numerical studies of the amplitude-hologram
apertures using a commercial, full-wave simulation soft-
ware (CST MICROWAVE STUDIO [77]), which is based on the
a finite integration technique. For these numerical studies,
the same parameters as in Table I are used with the beam
direction selected to be ϕ0 ¼ −20°. We consider here two
types of holograms: binary amplitude and amplitude only.
A. Binary-hologram simulations
In this section, we consider a metasurface antenna that
reproduces the behavior of the binary hologram. Although
the metasurface hologram in Fig. 1 is depicted with an array
of CELC elements, the analytical theory is not limited to
this particular type of metamaterial element. To demon-
strate the applicability of the theory presented in this work
for different metamaterial types, in addition to CELCs, we
also study slot-shaped subwavelength metamaterial irises.
Similar to the CELCs, the slots couple to the magnetic field
of the reference wave and can be modeled as magnetic
dipoles, each with a magnetic moment proportional to the
magnetic field of the reference wave by the polarizability
[Eq. (2)]. In Fig. 7, we present a waveguide-fed metasur-
face antenna implementation, using slots as the metama-
terial elements designed to produce a binary-amplitude
hologram. In order to have a meaningful comparison
between the analytical results (excluding Fig. 4) and the
numerical results, for the numerical simulations presented
in this section, the decay of the guided mode (due to the
dielectric loss) is not taken into account.
As shown in Fig. 7, the binary-amplitude hologram
design consists of a microstrip transmission line with the
front surface of the aperture patterned with an array of
subwavelength-sized, slot-shaped elements. Each element
can be modeled as a magnetic dipole along the longitudinal
(y) axis of the slot. As a result, as depicted in Fig. 1(b),
the slots couple to the y-polarized magnetic field of the
reference wave. The weight factors for the binary-
amplitude hologram are calculated using the same formu-
lation as Eq. (18), where, for the positions corresponding to
the on state, we place a slot (coupling to the guided mode),
while, for the positions corresponding to the off state, no
slot is placed (no coupling). In a dynamically reconfig-
urable metasurface antenna, the slots could be dynamically
switched between on and off states using a variety of tuning
approaches, including active or nonlinear elements such as
diodes, varactors, or transistors. To ensure that the slots
exhibit weak coupling to the guided mode, such that the
reference wave is not perturbed strongly, the lengths of the
slots considered in this section do not exceed half of
the guided-mode wavelength, λg=2. To be consistent with
the analytical studies, as given in Table I, the waveguide
index is selected to be 2.5, corresponding to ϵr ¼ 6.25 for
the dielectric substrate (nonmagnetic). The thickness of
the microstrip transmission line is 2 mm or λg=6, satisfying
<λg=2 to ensure single-mode operation, while the charac-
teristic impedance of the transmission line is chosen to be
Z ¼ 50 Ω to match the feeding port impedance. It should
be noted here that, although the discretization of the
aperture is periodic, the resultant unit-cell pattern deter-
mined by Eq. (18) is not. Although it might be possible to
have a periodic distribution for the unit cells for steering at
different angles, the pattern predicted by Eq. (18) does not
necessarily need to be periodic, as shown in this example.
The simulated radiation pattern of the binary-amplitude
hologram aperture is presented in Fig. 8. The HPBWof the
FIG. 6. Illustration of beam steering by a metasurface antenna
with Lorentzian-constrained phase control over the polarizabil-
ities. Logarithmic scale (dB). The parameters for the calculation
are shown in Table I. The bar chart below the plot illustrates the
magnitude of the weights for the first 30 elements.
FIG. 7. Designed binary-amplitude hologram metasurface an-
tenna with slot-shaped unit cells. To improve the clarity of the
figure, only half of the antenna is shown here. The unit-cell
parameters are as follows: a ¼ 5.8, b ¼ 3, and c ¼ 1 mm.
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simulated binary-hologram metasurface antenna is 3.73°,
while the first sidelobe level is −12.71 dB, with the beam
pointing at ϕ0 ¼ −20°, exhibiting good agreement with the
analytical result presented in Fig. 3. The slight discrepancy
between the analytical and simulated sidelobe patterns can
be attributed to the weak perturbation of the phase of the
reference wave due to the scattering from and coupling to
the slot elements, which is not taken into account in the
analytical model. The directivity of the simulated antenna is
reported to be 13.9 dB.
Following the numerical analysis of the binary-hologram
metasurface antenna with slot-shaped metamaterial ele-
ments, we design the same binary-hologram antenna but
with CELC elements, as depicted in Fig. 9. Similar to the
metasurface antenna of Fig. 7, the same parameters as in
Table I are used, with the beam direction selected to
be ϕ0 ¼ −20°.
The simulated radiation pattern of the binary-amplitude
hologram CELC metasurface antenna is shown in Fig. 10.
Analyzing Fig. 10, the HPBW of the simulated CELC
binary-hologrammetasurface antenna is 3.7°, while the first
sidelobe level is −13.1 dB, with the beam direction of the
antenna being equal to ϕ0 ¼ −20°, as predicted from the
analytical result presented in Fig. 3. Comparing the overall
sidelobe levels in Figs. 3 and 10, we can conclude that
the numerical result of Fig. 10 exhibits slightly higher
sidelobes. Similar to the metasurface antenna with slots,
this discrepancy can be attributed to the perturbation of
the reference-wave phase due to the interaction with the
CELCs.
It should be noted that the CELCs exhibit Lorentzian
resonance response and can significantly alter the phase of
the reference wave. Although this is a significant advantage
for a phase hologram—as explained earlier—for an ampli-
tude hologram, it is desirable for the phase of the reference
wave to be preserved, which is the case for the analytical
result presented in Fig. 3. This distortion can be minimized
by exciting the CELCs at a frequency close to their
resonance frequencies (not exactly at resonance), ensuring
that the CELCs act as weakly coupled elements.
Moreover, in comparison to the slot-shaped elements,
which conventionally exhibit a wide resonance bandwidth
[18,24], the CELCs have narrow-band resonance character-
istics. When placed in an aperture as shown in Fig. 9 at close
proximity from each other (with respect to the wavelength),
they can strongly couple to each other (mutual coupling).
The strong coupling of adjacent CELCs can shift their
resonances, which, in return, can easily result in the
CELCs resonating at undesired frequencies (rather than
the intended frequencies), making them opaque patches
at the desired operating frequency. Therefore, the design
of the CELCs in the metasurface antenna of Fig. 9 requires
significant attention to such details.
B. Amplitude-only hologram simulations
We next present a numerical study of the amplitude-only
hologram. For this study, we use the slot-shaped elements
introduced above. Similar to the binary-amplitude holo-
gram study, we use the same parameters as in Table I and a
beam direction of ϕ0 ¼ −20°. The weight distribution
of the slots for this study is calculated using Eq. (12),
with the weights ranging from 0.5 to 1.5. Unlike the binary-
amplitude hologram, where only the on and off states are
present, the amplitude-only hologram exhibits a continuous
variation of tuning states, with varying coupling strengths
governed by the weight distribution of the elements. We
FIG. 8. Simulated radiation pattern of the binary-hologram
metasurface antenna (the dashed line) plotted on top of the
analytical result of Fig. 3 (the solid line). Logarithmic scale (dB).
FIG. 9. Designed CELC metasurface antenna using the binary-
amplitude hologram concept. To improve the clarity of the figure,
only half of the antenna is shown here. The unit-cell parameters
are as follows: a ¼ 2, b ¼ 3, and c ¼ 1.3 mm.
FIG. 10. Simulated radiation pattern of the amplitude-only
hologram CELC metasurface antenna. Logarithmic scale (dB).
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also refer to this amplitude distribution as a gray-scale
amplitude topology. The coupling response—and therefore
the weight—of a slot can be controlled by varying its
length, which governs the resonance frequency. To under-
stand the relationship between the slot geometry and its
response, we first design a microstrip transmission line
consisting of a single slot placed in the center, as shown in
Fig. 11. For this analysis, the length of the microstrip
transmission line is selected to be 2λg at 10 GHz.
By performing the full-wave simulation of this structure,
we analyze the amount of radiated power from the slot as a
function of its length. For this simulation, we vary the length
of the slot from λg=2 to λg=4 at 0.0125λg intervals and
measure the radiated power level as shown in Fig. 12 and
Table II. It should be noted that, although the parametric
sweep is done at 21 intervals, in Table II, we demonstrate
only three cases (first, λg=2; center, λg=2.67; and last, λg=4),
for the sake of clarity. For this analysis, the width of the slot
is λg=10 while the total simulated power is 0.5 W.
Analyzing Table II, it can be seen that the ratio between
the radiated power levels for different slot lengths is
approximately proportional to the square of the ratio
between the corresponding slot lengths (quasiquadratic
behavior). For example, as shown in Table II, reducing
the slot length by a factor of 2 (from λg=2 to λg=4) reduces
the radiated power level by a factor of 10.4=2.5 ¼ 4.16. As
the slot length approaches λg=4, the power curve starts
diverging from the ideal quadratic behavior due to the
extremely weakened coupling of the slots to the guided-
mode reference. Since we are interested in the field-
coupling response of the elements, and the power is
proportional to the product of the electric and magnetic
fields, we observe the square-root difference between the
radiated power levels (for this example,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4.16
p ¼ 2.04),
which is approximately equal to the factor by which the slot
length is changed (in this example, 2). As a result, we adjust
the lengths of the slots with respect to the weight factors
of Eq. (13), which vary from 0.5 to 1.5—that is, the ratio
between the longest and shortest slots in the hologram is
1.5=0.5 ¼ 3. The designed amplitude-only hologram is
demonstrated in Fig. 13.
The simulated radiation pattern of the amplitude-only
hologram is shown in Fig. 14.
As can be seen in Fig. 14, the simulated hologram design
produces a well-defined beam pointing in the predicted
direction, ϕ0 ¼ −20°. In comparison to the simulated
radiation pattern of the binary-amplitude hologram design
shown in Fig. 8, the overall sidelobe levels are lower and
the pattern exhibits superior fidelity. The HPBW of the
simulated amplitude-only hologram metasurface antenna
is 3.68°, while the first sidelobe level is −12.86 dB,
FIG. 11. Simulation of a single unit cell. The field pattern
radiated from the unit cell is overlaid on top.
FIG. 12. Quasiquadratic behavior of the radiated power from
the slots as a function of the slot length.
TABLE II. Slot radiated power as a function of length.
Length Radiated power
6 mm (λg=2) 10.4 mW
4.5 mm (λg=2.67) 3.6 mW
3 mm (λg=4) 2.5 mW
FIG. 13. Designed metasurface antenna using the amplitude-
only hologram concept. To improve the clarity of the figure, only
half of the antenna is depicted here. The unit-cell parameters are
as follows: a ¼ 2, b ¼ 3.2, c ¼ 5.9, d ¼ 3.7, e ¼ 2, f ¼ 1, and
g ¼ 3 mm.
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exhibiting good agreement with the analytical result pre-
sented in Fig. 2, albeit having slightly larger overall
sidelobes, especially in the range between −90° and 0°.
Similar to the numerical analyses of Figs. 8 and 10, this
slight discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that,
although weakly coupled, the full-wave numerical model
of the antenna includes the distortion caused by the
coupling of the elements to the reference wave, resulting
in the phase of the reference wave diverging from the ideal
analytical model, which does not include this perturbation.
Moreover, whereas the radiation pattern of the magnetic
dipoles in the analytical model can be considered omnidi-
rectional in the x-z plane, the simulated radiation pattern of
the slot elements shown in Fig. 11 does not exhibit the ideal
omnidirectional behavior due to the finite size of the ground
plane, contributing to the slight discrepancy in the overall
sidelobe levels, especially below −20 dB. The directivity of
the simulated antenna is reported to be 14.5 dB, slightly
larger than the directivity of the binary-hologram metasur-
face antenna, 13.9 dB.
As mentioned earlier, in the analytical model, the
coupling of the magnetic dipoles to the guided-mode
reference is ideal (no reduction in the coupling strength
due to off-resonance excitation is present, and the phase
of the reference wave is preserved). In order for this
phase-preservation assumption to hold in the numerical
simulations, the metamaterial elements are excited in an
off-resonance fashion, suggesting a reduced coupling
strength. As a result, whereas a comparison between
the normalized analytical and simulated radiation patterns
has been presented, revealing good agreement between
the two results in terms of sidelobe levels, pointing
accuracy, and HPBW, a direct comparison between the
absolute directivity values would not be a reliable metric.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an overview of the waveguide-
fed metasurface antenna and provide a set of closed-form,
analytical expressions that describe the essential function and
radiative properties of the antenna. While numerous sim-
plifying assumptions are made to facilitate the analysis, such
as (a) weak scattering from the magnetic dipoles, (b) weak
perturbation of the reference wave by the magnetic dipoles,
and (c) no strong coupling between the magnetic dipoles,
full-wave simulations on metasurface antennas display good
agreement with the theory, predicting key antenna metrics,
such as beam-steering direction, HPBW, sidelobes, pointing
accuracy, and other characteristics of interest. It should be
noted that the antennas simulated are designed with the
assumptions of the theory in mind, and that many other
implementations may not produce results in such close
agreement with theory. In such cases, it may be possible
to extend the analytical framework by considering the
coupling of the dipole elements through the waveguide
modes and through the radiated fields. Such an approach
was used in the development of a modeling tool for slotted-
waveguide leaky-wave antennas [58], and it can easily be
extended to much larger apertures.
In the simulations presented here, no attempt is made to
numerically extract the effective polarizability of a meta-
material element. Polarizability extraction would be a
logical next step in the analytical modeling of the metasur-
face antenna, as it provides the exact value for a metasur-
face element and can easily be implemented to characterize
experimental samples [66].
The waveguide-fed metasurface antenna provides consid-
erable design flexibility, which can be advantageous in
many scenarios. Similar to a leaky-wave or traveling-
wave antenna, the metasurface antenna leverages the phase
advance of thewaveguidemode, avoiding the need for phase-
shifting circuits that can add cost and complexity to the
system. The absence of complete control over phase can be
compensated for, at least partially, by sampling the aperture
as finely as is feasible, enabling a holographic design
methodology to be pursued. We have not considered many
key implementation questions, such as bandwidth,matching,
and many other details that will be of ultimate interest in
applications. While some of these questions can indeed be
addressed, in part, by the theory developed here, the range of
possible systems and usage scenarios would make such an
analysis more specific and hence beyond the scope of this
paper. Such details will be taken up in future work. The
presented work exhibits a useful way of demonstrating how
metasurface antennas perform beam forming and sub-
sequently predicting their radiation characteristics. It can
be considered a simple yet compelling guideline for under-
standing this promising concept and its significant potential
for dynamic beam forming, opening up a host of alternative
opportunities in applications ranging from satellite commu-
nications to wireless power transfer and radar imaging.
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